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The applied nature of the statistics programs at RIT helped

is from Rochester, came to RIT after earning her undergraduate degree from
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Brick City Homecoming and Family Weekend – Oct 25

Felicia Fry

Formerly a high school math teacher, Felicia Fry, Ph.D. in mathematics, his new position as assistant professor in the School of Mathematical Sciences, was the lead author of

The School of Mathematical Sciences, was the lead author of

Evaluating the sensitivity of SARS-

COVID-19 infections on a college

surveillance

Margaret Bruch, assistant professor in biological sciences, spent the spring

season working as a research assistant in a medical research lab.

Kathleen Connors (left to right), associate professor in psychology, and

Jamie Wratten, Ph.D., assistant professor in human development and psychology,

Jamie Wratten, ‘11 (applied mathematics) spent a day at RIT for a visit with his

former professors at the end of October. While here, he spoke to students in

our statistics courses about his career as a data scientist with the NBA.
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